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The waters off Barmouth used
to be a treacherous place.
Tony Iles helps shed light on
the wreck of the Bronze Bell
at the town's Ty Gwyn
museum.
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Talybont in 1978. It had lain there for over 300 years.

There isn't actually a wreck there - the ship broke up in the
storm and was strewn across the beach. It's the heavy things
which remain. So when we dived we first found a couple of
rather shapeless canons and some marble blocks - the cargo.
There were 43 blocks down
there in all. Two have been
raised and one has been
carved into a sculpture by
local sculptor Frank Cocksey.
It's called The Haul, and
depicts three generations of
fishermen bringing in the last
haul and saying 'that's it,
we've had enough, we can't
make a living out of this any longer'. You can find it at the
entrance to the harbour here.
We'd love to get some more rock up to do another sculpture
for the town. It is a bit of a waste having so much marble
under the sea, but it's in the hands of CADW. It is a good
idea to stop people bringing things up willy-nilly, of course,
but two more blocks would be great for the town.
We think the centres of marble carving were London and
Amsterdam, and so we think this cargo was destined for very
important use. There is a possibility it was meant for the
rebuilding of St Paul's Cathedral because there's mention of
some marble coming by sea via Wales in the ledger.
However, after completion there's another mention that this
marble never arrived on site.
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One thing that this Italian marble did perhaps confirm was an
old local legend told by a family from Dyffryn.
They'd always said that they were descended from an Italian
who was shipwrecked here. Their name until recently was
Bennett Williams, but we believe the original name was
passed down from John Benedictus, who is buried in the local
churchyard. So there was some truth to this legend after all.
It's taken a group of dedicated volunteers over 30 years to
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conserve, research and present all which was brought up
from the wreck. Gwynedd Council donated this beautiful
building near the seafront for us to show the relics.
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We've got personal finds
which show that there were
very important people on this
ship. We've got combs,
badges, plates, seals, buttons
and a gunner's rule, used to
gauge which charge to put in
the gun. There's an example
of one on the Mary Rose, but
ours is better.
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There were also canons. Any ships coming out of the
Mediterranean armed themselves because the place was rife
with pirates, especially from North Africa.
So the ship would have been
on its way to London or
Northern France. But ships
often ended up being blown
off course. Having come out
of the Straits of Gibraltar,
they would head north to
'dead wreck', where they
could only guess within 100
miles as to where exactly they
were.
Hopefully, by turning right, they'd reach the English Channel.
But if there was a gale, they might end up anywhere, like up
in Cardigan Bay which has always been a total trap.
The wreck lies only about 400 yards off the beach and people
ask me why they didn't swim ashore. But on a stormy night,
with gale force winds, heavy clothes and perhaps unable to
swim, it would be nearly impossible. I'm a pretty good
swimmer and I couldn't get ashore in those conditions.
We've found something in the nature of eight or nine wrecks
in the seas off Tywyn, mostly because of the causeway which
extends some 13 miles out to sea and wasn't charted until
local cartographer, Lewis Morris, did so in 1740.
The technical term for the causeway is a glacial moraine, the
pitch between the two glaciers which came down the Glaslyn
and the Mawddach. There are several in Cardigan Bay, but
this is the largest. The sea covers it most of the time, though
about half a dozen times a year it stands out of the sea. You
can stand on a rock up to ten miles out to sea - we do it
every year. We take a few deckchairs, a bottle of bubbly and
drink to it.
It's well charted these days of course, but it has caused
untold casualties in previous centuries.
By Tony Iles
The Bronze Bell shipwreck exhibition is at Ty Gwyn
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Museum (above Davy Jones' Locker),The Quay,
Barmouth.
Delve further into the secrets of the Bronze Bell in the
company of Radio Wales community reporter Huw Jenkins,
sculptor Frank Cocksey and Tony Iles of the Bronze Bell.
Listen to Huw and the volunteers.
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